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Social Platforms
are key sites where people enact their self-presentation 
and identity disclosure goals (e.g., controlling who gets  

to see a specific facet of one’s identity)

Opaque Visibility Algorithms
complicate self-presentation by obscuring key cues  
about the audience, adding a computational actor  

that users can not directly know

Folk Theories
of how each algorithmic system operates help  

everyday users navigate these challenges, so they can 
achieve their self-presentation goals

The Problem
• Platform algorithms change constantly.
• Humans suffer from change blindness, but...
• Adaptation to platform change is essential to 
achieving one’s self-presentation goals

Folk Theories are a rudimentary form of Algorithmic Literacy: 
skills/knowledge that enable people to effectively navigate algorithmic environments in pursuit of their goals

To adapt and achieve their goals, users need 
folk theories and an algorithmic literacy  

that are responsive to change -
a temporally-aware algorithmic literacyv1.1 v1.2 v1.3

A folk theory that is useful guidance one day 
may be misleading and harmful the next.

SML
Social Media Lab

How do users notice, interpret, and adapt to 
self-presentation-relevant changes on 

algorithmically-driven social platforms?

How can we us this knowledge to define, 
measure, and support a temporally-aware  

algorithmic literacy for social platform users?

Challenge:

Start from the margins [8], a  
population with heightened 
self-presentation concerns [5].

Algorithmic understanding  
and folk theories are subtle  
and difficult to elicit.

Solution:

We know how users form folk theories to enable them to pursue their  
self-presentation goals [3], and how they react in cases of sudden, well-publicized  

change [4] - but what about everyday algorithmic changes? How do we update our  
folk theories to account for them? Our self-presentation behaviors?

We generally discuss algorithmic literacy as a static concept [10], but the fact that  
algorithmic systems are ever-changing [7] suggests we need a new approach.  

Can we use our new knowledge of folk theory-based adaptation to begin fleshing  
out this new, user-centered, cognitively-based approach to algorithmic literacy?

In-Depth, Qualitative Examination of  
Adaptation to Algorithmic Change  

in an LGBTQ+ Population

• 30 LGBTQ+ participants
• Seven probes (visual elicitation, diary entries, 

scenarios, letter writing, “would you rather,” 
scavenger hunt)

• In-depth follow-up interviews

• Constructivist grounded theory [1] analysis
• Key sensitizing concepts: Adaptive Structuration 

Theory [11], Sensemaking Theory [13],  Social 
Media Self-Presentation Theory [2]

Generalize, Expand, Measure
via Survey Follow-up 

with a General Sample

• Design, pilot-test, deploy, validate new survey 
measures of algorithmic literacy

• Study 1 data as guide to how to measure

• Open-response items to triangulate with study 1 
results for increased robustness 

Challenge:

Starting from deep qualitative 
understanding, figure out how 
to measure it.

Algorithmic literacy currently 
has no standard for  
measurement, hindering wider 
adoption of this crucial concept 
as the basis for future  
theoretical and design work.

Solution:

• Integrate work on adaptive structuration [11], folk 
theory measurement [6], algorithmic explanation 
[12], web skills [9] 

• Test new scales for relationships with self-
presentation [2], adaptation [11] variables
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